
 

 
JAUNT AIR MOBILITY ENGAGES RANDOLPH SQUARE IP 

Capturing the Global Innovation Value of Jaunt’s Intellectual Property 
 
Glassboro, New Jersey, January, 4, 2020 - Jaunt Air Mobility has engaged Randolph Square IP, 
located in Richmond, VA, to analyze the global value of Jaunt Air Mobility’s intellectual 
property (IP). IP is a critical aspect of the valuation of a company. The importance is to protect 
Juant’s  current and pending portfolio of patents, know-how, and inventions. 
 
“Randolph Square brings a unique approach to assessing the value of our patents, trade secrets, 
and know-how,” states Kaydon Stanzione, CEO, Jaunt Air Mobility. “We have a significant 
investment in our IP portfolio beyond our numerous patents which collectively competitively 
differentiates us from existing electric Vertical Take-Off and Landing (eVTOL) aircraft. We 
selected Randolph Square for their unique capabilities to help us define the value of our 
innovation.” 
 
Ted Luse, CEO, Randolph Square IP says, “Jaunt Air Mobility’s selection of Randolph Square is 
a testimony our specialized team of professionals and partners that understand the value of 
intellectual property through a combination of proprietary analytics, expert evaluation, and 
experienced advice.” 
 
Jaunt Air Mobility is the world-leader in Reduced Rotor Operating Speed Aircraft (ROSA™) 
design and development. ROSA™ technology is the metamorphosis of the best features available 
from helicopters and fixed-wing airplanes. The Jaunt aircraft offers a unique and efficient system 
for hover flight that delivers a safe transition from hover to cruise. The design provides the 
quietest configuration, the highest level of safety even in a total power loss, and the best ride 
quality; jet-smooth with LevelFly™ technology.  
 
About Jaunt Air Mobility LLC 

Jaunt Air Mobility LLC is a transformative aerospace company focused on developing advanced 
air vehicles that incorporate innovative technologies and management strategies providing the 
highest levels of operational efficiencies, safety, and community acceptance. We are the pioneer 
and world-leader in Reduced Rotor Operating Speed Aircraft (ROSA™) design and 
development. ROSA™ is the metamorphosis of the best features available from helicopters and 
fixed-wing airplanes. For more news and information on Jaunt Air Mobility, please 
visit www.jauntairmobility.com. 
 
About Randolph Square IP 
 
Randolph Square IP is a specialized team of legal and finance professionals that partner with 
patent holders, corporate entities, and research organizations to understand and leverage the 
value of their intellectual property. Our proprietary analytics search 99% of relevant international 
patent filing jurisdictions to develop comprehensive reports concerning patents and patent 
applications. We foster innovation by helping intellectual property owners understand the ways 
in which their patents can be further utilized, as well as protect against infringement. 


